
HARMONY ROW 
 

Year of release: 1934 • Screenplay: George Wallace 
 

Tommy "Dreadnaught" Wallace (George Wallace), so named because his 

prowess as a boxer, joins the Victorian police force and is assigned to 

Harmony Row, the roughest and most notorious district in Melbourne. 

Although inept as a policeman he makes friends with many of the locals, 

including Molly, a pretty street musician, and Leonard, a precocious boy 

soprano who accompanies her but runs into trouble when he comes up 

against the notorious thug Slogger Lee. After being re-posted to an affluent 

neighbourhood with a lower crime rate, Officer Dreadnaught enters a 

house that is thought to be haunted and becomes drawn into intrigue 

involving missing jewels. He is also led to believe that Molly's affections 

are for another man. With nothing left to lose, challenge Slogger Lee to 

fight him in a boxing tournament. As he is almost beaten into submission 

by his much bigger opponent Molly tells Dreadnought that the man he saw 

her with is her brother. She also declares her affection for him. Reassured, 

the policeman goes wild and knocks out Lee, the referee, his corner man, 

several members of the audience who get in range, and almost punches 

Molly. With Molly by his side and his arm in raised in victory, 

Dreadnaught the stands triumphant amongst the chaos. 
 

The initial release included a long sequence in which Wallace's character 

attempts to uncover the mystery behind a supposedly haunted mansion. 

The producers later deleted this scene and inserted a newly filmed scene in  

its place. The new sequence involves Dreadnought arresting an upper-class gentleman (played by Campbell Copelin) 

whom he has mistaken for a thief. Copelin did not receive a credit in the film's titles, however. Marshall Crosby, who 

originally played Inspector Brown in the revusical version, was cast in this film version as Dreadnought's sergeant. 
 

Harmony Row is the second of George Wallace's five feature 

films and also the second of three to be produced by Efftee Film 

Productions. As with His Royal Highness (1932), the storyline  

is taken from one of the comedian's revusicals - this one having 

been first staged by his revue company in 1924. Under F.W. 

Thring's direction the film's loosely-structured narrative is also 

similarly subordinated at times to vaudeville-style routines, the 

intention being to highlight the star’s comedic skills. Reviews 

of the Harmony Row were almost universally favourable, with 

critics seeing much improvement in both Thrings' direction and 

Wallace's ability to carry the production. After its Sydney 

premiere, the Sydney Morning Herald's critic wrote, for 

example:  
 

Harmony Row is the first really successful picture that Efftee 

Films have produced. In The Sentimental Bloke, they made an 

unconvincing attempt to be very Australian. In His Royal 

Highness, they tried to cope with the ideas of overseas 

exhibitors by putting forth an Australian-cum-Hollywood 

farce. In Harmony Row, however, they have at last got down to 

basic principles, and realised that the play itself is the thing: the 

"atmosphere" only incidental....Mr. Wallace himself has 

improved enormously since His Royal Highness. He now 

shows a sense of what the camera requires, as opposed to the 

vaudeville stage. Indeed, he has developed his style so richly 

that he bears comparison with the best of the leading 

comedians who come onto the screen from overseas (10 Apr. 

1933, 5).   

 

The critic writing for Perth's Mirror agreed: 
 

Technically, Harmony Row is regarded as the finest effort yet achieved by the studio, and the picture is a credit 

to sound expert Allan Mills, photographer Arthur Higgins, and to the scenic director, W. R. Coleman... The story 
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introduces George Wallace as a police constable, whose name "Dreadnought" is in direct contrast both to his 

appearance and actions. The fun waxes fast and furious, whether Dreadnought's" duties take him into slum areas, 

or to exclusive suburban homes, and the picture works up to a crescendo of laughter when Dreadnought and 

Slogger Lee (John Dobbie) meet in the boxing ring at the police gymnasium (17 June 1933, 10).  
 

As with His Royal Highness, much of Harmony Row was filmed in Efftee's studio at Her Majesty's Theatre, 

Melbourne. Produced for £11,000 the film "highlights the resourcefulness of Australian film-makers by exemplifying 

how Wallace's films utilized low-budget film-making strategies similar to those being used abroad" (Speed, 164). 
 

Harmony Row was screened jointly with Pat Hanna's Diggers in Blighty during its initial release period. The 

Australian and New Zealand distribution rights to both films were granted to Universal.  
 

Among the musical numbers incorporated into the production were "Game of Love" (sung by Byrl Walkley), "Ship of 

Dreams" (Frank Tarrant), and the duet "Conspiracy" (Byrl Walkley and Lou Vernon). New Zealand's Akaroo Mail 

and Banks Peninsula Advertiser notes, too, that the "chorus of over one hundred voices from the operatic class of the 

University Conservatorium, Melbourne, provides striking ensemble music of a standard rarely heard on the screen" 

("Akaroa," 1). 
 

 

 
 

Edwin Brett and George Wallace 

Eric Reade. Australian Screen (1975), 159. 
 

 

 
 

Marshall Crosby and George Wallace 

Eric Reade. Australian Screen (1975), 159. 

 

1934:  Hoyts Deluxe (Melbourne); 11 Feb. [world premiere]  

- 78 min.; black and white; sound  

  - Dir/Prod. F.W. Thring (Efftee Film Productions);  

   Dir of Ph. Arthur Higgins; Des. W. R. Coleman   

 - Cast incl. George Wallace (Officer Dreadnought), Phyllis  

   Baker (Molly), Marshall Crosby (the sergeant), John  

   Dobbie (Slogger Lee), Willie Kerr (Leonard), Bill Innes  

   (Detective Brooks), Edwin Brett (the father), Norman  

   Shepherd (the butler), Norman French (the husband),  

   Bebe Scott (the wife), Gertrude Boswell (the house- 

   keeper), Leonard Stephens (the Ferret), Dan Thomas,  

   Nell Fleming, Nell Crane, Elza Stenning, Thelma Scott,  

   Dorothy Weeks, Johnny Marks, Campbell Copelin.  

 

 

 

SEE ALSO: 
 

George Wallace  •  F.W. Thring  •  Efftee Film Productions 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

George Wallace and Willie Kerr 

Eric Reade. Australian Screen (1975), 157. 
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►  See also the AVTA entry on the original revusical version:  Harmony Row (1924).  
 

►  Harmony Row (1933) Australian Screen. 3 clips from the original motion picture 
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